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Abstract

This research aims to 1) implement flipped classroom model using screencast-o-matic, 2) investigate the improvement of verbal linguistic intelligence through the implementation of flipped classroom model using screencast-o-matic for the students of IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro in academic year 2017-2018. This research is classroom action research (CAR) conducted at IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro, the subjects of the research are the first year students in second semester of academic year 2017-2018. The indicators of the research are measured using N-Gain test with the normalized Gain index interpretation category. Data sources in this research are 1) learning activities 2) informants, 3) documentary data. Data collection technique used documentation methods, observations, and verbal linguistic test of Thomas Armstrong by using Likert scale. The results of this research show that 1) the implementation of flipped classroom uses six stages, 2) the improvement of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence can be seen from the actions in every cycle. In the preliminary research, the researcher had measured the students’ learning styles, from 30 students who were the subject of research. There were 6 students who had visual learning style, 7 students had auditory learning style, and 17 students had kinesthetic learning style. In cycle I, FLIP model is implemented and students’ verbal linguistic intelligence is 61,43. In cycle II, students’ verbal linguistic intelligence is 81, 03. The conclusion of this research are 1) the implementation of flipped classroom model using Screencast-O-Matic uses FLIP model, 2) the improvement of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence in IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro can be classified into average category.
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1. Introduction

Reading is one of language skills (reading, writing, speaking, and listening). Reading skill is active-receptive skill, so it can be developed separated from listening and speaking skills. However, in the community that has developed reading habit, reading skill is developed with listening and speaking skills. Tarigan[1] says that reading is a process carried out by readers to obtain information provided by the writer through his written language. According to Susanto [2] reading translates the symbol (letter) into sounds that is combined using words. Reading is also a process that is done and used by readers to obtain information provided by the writer through his written language[3]. Reading skill is taught in Indonesian language and literature department, IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro. Based on the curriculum, reading skill in this department has a code MKK 205 with 4 credit hours and is taught in the second semester.

In line with this course identity, the researcher finds problems related to the teaching of reading skill after interviewing the lecturer of reading skill in the even semester. Based on the results of interview, the researcher believes that students do not have the real concept of reading skill; some of them haven’t applied the reading methods well. Besides, the results of interview with the first year students prove that they are bored with the lecturer’s teaching method. Moreover, the teaching media is still traditional ones. This complicated problems must be given a solution, one of the solution proposed by the researcher is the implementation of flipped classroom using screencast-o-matic. The collaboration of this teaching method and media application is expected to make the students have verbal linguistic intelligence. According to Gardner in Armstrong[4], linguistic intelligence blew out in the early childhood until adult.

Flipped classroom method was first introduced by Bergmann and Aaron in 2007. Since then, many researchers have examined its impact on teaching. Generally, the flipped classroom method inverts traditional classroom teaching. This means that the students have to read or study at home, so the teacher does not need to explain the study materials in the classroom. Then, the students carry out assignments in the class. Basal [5] says that flipped classroom is teaching process in which learners have to study the theory by themselves then they are able to implement it. Furthermore, Heral, et al [6] said that flipped classroom is a method in which learners study the theory first freely outside the class and practice inside the class under the teacher’s guidance.

Students in the class have to discuss about what they have read before at home or they only do the assignment given by the teacher. Then, they try to implement the knowledge by solving the problems and having group work discussion. The teacher’s role in the class is not to give lecturing, because it wastes the time. His role is only as a facilitator and observer of the learning process. In line with Damayanti and Sutami [7] that flipped classroom gives usual classroom activities and homeworks then inverts it. The core of flipped classroom, according to Chandra and Yulius[8], 1) pro-
vide more time in the class to assimilate the materials in form of exercise or another activities, and 2) accomodate the students’ differences in motivation, mastering skill, and another knowledge. Based on Johnson[9] Flipped classroom method is a strategy that is given by the teacher by minimizing the direct instruction and maximizing the students’ interactions. This strategy utilizes technology that can provide online materials. It saves more time for doing classroom activities.

Adopting the experts’ opinions above, it has been clear that flipped classroom needs technology. It can be in form of applications, videos, or networks. Flipped classroom creates students to get materials not only in the class but also out of the class they can access the material many times by using internet or playing videos as prepared by Khan Academy.

Concerned with the use of video in flipped classroom teaching, the researcher combines this teaching method with Screencast-o-Matic media application. This combination is profitable and able to improve the verbal linguistic intelligence in course of reading skill.

Techniques of collecting data in this research are three ways, i.e. documentation, observation, and test methods. Research instruments in this research are archives, observation sheets, and questions about verbal linguistic intelligence. Archives is about the achievement index of first semester as consideration in building homogeneous groups. Observation sheets are used to collect the data of students activities in learning process to consider the reflection in the next cycle. The questions about verbal linguistic intelligence are used to gain the data of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence. They are asked to answer the questions related to reading skill.

In line with the orientations made before, the researcher moves it to a format of research instruments that will be given to the respondent as data of verbal linguistic test. The number of total statements in the instrument are 20 questions with total score 1-5 (using Likert scale). Sugiyono [11] says that Likert scale is used to measure attitude, opinion, someone’s perception about social phenomena. Therefore, Likert scale is the most suitable in measuring respondent’s intelligence. The assessment format of verbal linguistic test is in form of tables. The following is the assessment format.

KL = the sum of score

2. Method

According to the characteristics of the problems and its aim, this research is classroom action research (CAR). This research is the implementation of flipped classroom using Screencast-o-Matic to improve students’ verbal linguistic intelligence in course of reading skill. It uses two cycles, in every cycle has been done through the stages of planning, doing, observing, and reflecting the action. This research is held in Indonesian language and literature department of IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro in academic year 2017-2018, and the subjects of the research are the first year students in second semester.

The indicator of the research is measured using N-Gain test with the formula

\[
\text{Normalized Gain} (g) = \frac{\text{Posttest score} - \text{pretest score}}{\text{maximum score} - \text{pretest score}}
\]

Whereas the normalized Gain index interpretation category works as follow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normalized Gain Score</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1.00 &lt; g &lt; 0.00</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G = 0.00</td>
<td>stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00 &lt; g &lt; 0.30</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30 &lt; g &lt; 0.70</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70 &lt; g &lt; 1.00</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data and sources of data in this research can be seen in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of data</th>
<th>Taken data</th>
<th>instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning activities of flipped classroom using Screencast-o-Matic</td>
<td>1) Data of students’ activities in the learning process 2) Data of lecturer’s activities in the learning process</td>
<td>Observation sheet Observation sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informant</td>
<td>1) Data of students’ background knowledge 2) Data of students’ perceptions towards flipped classroom teaching using Screencast-o-Matic 3) Students’ verbal linguistic intelligence</td>
<td>Interview sheet Questionnaire Questions about verbal linguistic intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dokumentary Data</td>
<td>1) Teaching documents of flipped classroom using Screencast-o-Matic 2) Notes about students’ development</td>
<td>Dokumentary sheet Observation sheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Normalized Gain Score

Table 2. Data and Sources of Research Data

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. The implementation of flipped classroom using Screencast-o-Matic in a course of reading skill

Based on the observation results toward flipped classroom teaching, the lecturer implements the steps of instructions in line with Bergmann and Sams[12], i.e. 1) what to do on the first day, 2) inform about the flipped classroom model, 3) teach students how to watch and interact with the videos, 4) instruct students to ask interesting questions, 5) encourage students to help each other, 6) build an appropriate assessment system.
• On the first day of flipped classroom teaching, the researcher interviews the lecturer of reading skill.
• The researcher informs the flipped classroom model to the lecturer of reading skill.
• The researcher teaches students how to access the video by downloading the file in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUhq8tceSho&t=11s, and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUhq8tceSho&t=11s.
• The researcher instructs the students to ask questions about the material downloaded.
• The researcher leads students to remember, understand, and be able to ask questions. In this step, the lecturer gives opportunities for all of students to interact each other by asking them to answer and give their opinion related to the questions. The lecturer, in this step, always implements “FLIP” model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letters</th>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Flexible Environment</td>
<td>Students can study the materials (videos) anytime and anywhere. This means that the students do not need to be sat at their desk listening to the teacher’s explanation directly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Learning Culture</td>
<td>This model is a form of student-centred learning. So, the students will be more active in knowledge construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Intentional Content</td>
<td>The teacher implements the model so that students are more engaged in the learning process and their cognitive understanding is developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Professional Teacher</td>
<td>The teacher has the role of observing the students, evaluating their studies and giving feedback. So, he must be professional.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. FLIP model

3.2. The improvement of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence at IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro in academic year 2017-2018

In accordance with the aims of CAR, i.e. develop and improve the teaching and learning. This research begins with the stages of 1) preliminary research; it observes the planning of learning, lecturer’s activities, students’ activities and outcomes in the learning process of reading skill, 2) first cycle, and 3) second cycle.

a) The initial condition of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence

Before doing action research, the first step is investigating the initial condition of students. However, the researcher measures the students’ learning styles first. The result of it can be seen in the table below.

Table 4. students’ learning style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning styles</th>
<th>The number of students</th>
<th>percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesthetic</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>56.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result, the researcher concludes that not all of the students have good language skill, most of them adopt kinesthetic learning style. It is validated by interviewing the kinesthetic students, the results show that they are graduated from science department in their senior high schools.

Based on results of observation and interview, the researcher and the lecturer have a deep discussion to renew the learning process. They decide to implement flipped classroom model using screen-cast-o-matic media apps. It is expected to improve the students’ verbal linguistic intelligence.

b) Doing action in cycle I

Cycle I starts from planning, doing, observing, analysing, and reflecting.

1) Planning action

The researcher and the lecturer discuss the plan in the process of classroom action research. At this time, they act as collaborator. Things to be discussed are: 1) the researcher explains his perception about this research, 2) he proposes the implementation of flipped classroom model, 3) they arrange proper lesson plan for cycle I, 4) they make assessment sheets of test and non-test, 5) they decide the schedule for doing action.

2) Doing action

The initial activity is greeting the students. The lecturer also examines the students’ attendance. Then, he asks about the video that had been uploaded in youtube. It is done to know whether or not the students have studied the material. This is based on flipped classroom method.

In the previous meeting the lecturer had instructed the students to download the video in youtube. After downloading it, they were able to study the materials at home or anywhere many times until they got understood (F = Flexible Environment).

In the classroom, the lecturer examines the students’ understanding by instructing them to work in groups. They are able to ask each other and conclude together. In this step, the students act as centered learning, while the lecturer acts as observer and facilitator (L = Learning Culture).

The lecturer gives opportunities to interact each other, it is expected to make students have better cognitive knowledge. The interaction can be seen when one of the students gives her opinion, the others comment on it. It is clear that the lecturer is not only teaching students but also guiding them to solve the problems (I = Intentional Content).

At the upper stage, lecturer’s role is to observe the classroom learning process carefully. He must be able to give feedback, conclusion, and the best solution about the problems. At this time, the lecturer is claimed to be professional in giving assessment (P = Professional Teacher).

3) Observing
In this stage, the researcher observes the learning process of reading skill in which flipped classroom method is implemented and the questionnaire of verbal linguistic intelligence is used to examine the students’ verbal linguistic intelligence in reading skill. Based on the result of questionnaire in cycle I, it can be stated that there is an improvement of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence compared to the initial condition. Though, not all the indicators are achieved.

4) Analysing and Reflecting
The data got from the observations are collected to be analysed. The data is analysed using categories in Likert scale.

### Table 5. The result of students’ verbal linguistic test based on Likert scale in cycle I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Items of Questionnaire</th>
<th>Items of statement</th>
<th>Absolute Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Books are very important for me</td>
<td>1 7 11 2 2 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I can hear words in my head before I read, speak, or write them down.</td>
<td>1 10 6 4 5 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I get more out of listening to the radio or a spoken-word recording than I do from television or films.</td>
<td>1 5 8 6 5 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I enjoy word games like Scrabble, Anagrams, or Password.</td>
<td>1 6 4 10 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I enjoy entertaining myself or others with tongue twisters, nonsense rhymes, or puns.</td>
<td>1 7 2 8 7 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Other people sometimes have to stop and ask me to explain the meaning of the words I use in my writing and speaking.</td>
<td>1 9 4 6 5 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>English, social studies, and history were easier for me in school than math and science</td>
<td>1 7 4 7 5 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Learning to speak or read another language (e.g., French, Spanish, German) has been relatively easy for me.</td>
<td>1 7 7 6 4 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>My conversation includes frequent references to things that I’ve read or heard</td>
<td>1 6 5 8 7 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I’ve written something recently that I was particularly proud of or that earned me recognition from others.</td>
<td>1 5 2 7 8 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of reflection is to know the strengths and weaknesses of the cycle, the problems and solutions for the next cycle. According to the observation in cycle I, there is no great changes. In observing the learning process, it has been known that students haven’t had great verbal linguistic intelligence. The lecturer tries to record the materials well, but there are still some students who haven’t reached the goal achievement. Besides, in cycle I there are some strength, 1) students are more motivated to study by playing the video at home many times while doing another activities, 2) lecturer compiled the learning materials very well, 3) researcher records the lecturer’s material carefully.

The results of learning process in cycle I show that there is a little change. It is known by examining the students’ verbal linguistic intelligence that is increased.

c) Doing action in cycle II
Actually, the action in cycle II is the same as in cycle I. The actions that has been done in cycle II are:

1) Planning action
Planning stage in cycle II is based on the results of analysis and reflection in cycle I. In this cycle, the researcher and lecturer discuss to find the best solutions of the problems in the previous cycle. They arrange the instruments in form of lesson plans and the guidelines of observation.

2) Doing action
The initial activity is greeting the students. The lecturer also examines the students’ attendance. Then, he asks about the video that had been uploaded in YouTube. It is done to ascertain whether or not the students have studied the material. This is based on flipped classroom method.

In the previous meeting the lecturer had instructed the students to download the video in YouTube. After downloading it, they were able to study the materials at home or anywhere many times until they got understood (F = Flexible Environment).

In the classroom, the lecturer examines the students’ understanding by instructing them to work in groups. They are able to ask each other and conclude together. In this step, the students act as centered learning, while the lecturer acts as observer and facilitator (L = Learning Culture).

The lecturer gives opportunities to interact each other, it is expected to make students have better cognitive knowledge. The interaction can be seen when one of the students gives her opinion, the others comment on it. It is clear that the lecturer is not only teaching students but also guiding them to solve the problems (I = Intentional Content).

At the upper stage, lecturer’s role is to observe the classroom learning process carefully. He must be able to give feedback, conclusion, and the best solution about the problems. At this time, the lecturer is claimed to be professional in giving assessment (P = Professional Teacher).

3) Observing
In this stage, the researcher observes the learning process of reading skill in which flipped classroom method is implemented and the questionnaire of verbal linguistic intelligence is used to examine the students’ verbal linguistic intelligence in reading skill. Based on the result of questionnaire in cycle II, it can be stated that there is an improvement of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence compared to cycle I. Though, not all the indicators are achieved.

4) Analysing and Reflecting Analisis dan refleksi
The data got from the observations are collected to be analysed. The data is analysed using categories in Likert scale.

### Table 6. Result of students’ verbal linguistic test Based on the Likert scale in cycle I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Items of Questionnaire</th>
<th>Items of statement</th>
<th>Absolute Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Books are very important for me</td>
<td>1 11 10 8 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I can hear words in my head before I read, speak, or write them down.</td>
<td>1 15 11 4 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I get more out of listening to the radio or a spoken-word recording than I do from television or films.</td>
<td>1 12 9 7 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The purpose of reflection is to know the strengths and weaknesses of the cycle, the problems and solutions for the next cycle. According to the observation in cycle II, there is great changes. Results of actions in cycle I and cycle II are measured using N-Gain test with the formula:

\[
\text{Normalized Gain (g)} = \frac{\text{Postest score} - \text{pretest score}}{\text{maximum score} - \text{pretest score}}
\]

\[
\text{Normalized Gain (g)} = \frac{81.03 - 61.43}{100 - 61.43}
\]

\[
\text{Normalized Gain (g)} = 0.508
\]

The result of both cycles is interpreted using the interpretation of normalized gain index (g). The observations show that students’ verbal linguistic intelligence in course of reading skill by implementing flipped classroom is good (average). The recording materials are well accepted, so the students’ verbal linguistic intelligence is more improved in every cycle.

The results of this research about the implementation of flipped classroom are supported by Nouri[13]. Nouri observes the students with positive attitudes toward flipped classroom have more positive attitudes toward the videos, increasing motivation, and more effective learning improvement. The students agree that flipped classroom make them more active. They appreciate the learning through the videos that are easy to be accessed. Another research done by Roehl and Linga [14] to introduce some new learning models that are transferred from teacher and students thinking. Teacher has to conduct research with alternative models in the class. As an instructor, it is important to create effective learning. Flipped classroom model that used technology aid, makes students are able to think more creatively. Whether the use of screencast-o-matic media apps is supported by the research done by Suryanto [15], [16] that students taught by using screencast-o-matic have better achievement, so this media is really recommended for all instructors.

In accordance with the previous researchs and its results, it can be said that flipped classroom and screencast-o-matic can be implemented together. It creates innovative learning and can be used to motivate the students in course of reading skill.

4. Conclusion

Implementing the flipped classroom using screencast-o-matic in course of reading skill begins with 1) asking the materials taught by the lecturer, then it is compiled and made using screencast-o-matic media apps, 2) informing the flipped classroom model to the lecturer and giving the stages of it, 3) uploading the file to the browser (youtube) dan instructing the students to download it, 4) asking the students to make list of questions when the learning begins, 5) implementing flipped classroom model with FLIP Principles (F : flexible environment, L : learning culture , I : intentionnal content, P: professional teacher), 6) lecturer builds appropriate assessment system.

The improvement of students’ verbal linguistic intelligence at IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro in academic year 2017-2018 can be seen from the actions done in every cycle. In the preliminary study, the researcher had measured the students learning styles, from 30 students who were the subjects of research, there were 6 students had a visual learning style, 7 students had auditory learning style, and 17 students had kinesthetic learning style. Then in cycle I, by implementing FLIP approach, it is found that students’ verbal linguistic intelligence is 61,43 and in cycle II, students’ verbal linguistic intelligence is 81,03. Based on the interpretation of normalized Gain index, it is concluded that the students of IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro have average verbal linguistic intelligence.
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